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My key skills include Database, Data Analysis, Software Solutions, python, HTML, PHP,
SQL, Dart, Flutter, C#, JAVAScript. I have gained experience and done commendable
work with highly reputed organizations, in my said field of expertise. Moreover, my
attention to detail, ability to work under pressure, result orientation, and creativity
backed by strong analytical skills have further enabled me to achieve great results.

MOBILE APP DEVELOPER 11/2018 to 05/2021
Waqood, jeddah, Saudi

Collaborate with designers and business analysts to produce the apps.•
Test code to ensure desirable results and debug when needed.•
Developing an app (online game) by C#,Node.js, JSON, JAVAScript, babylon.js,
phaser(HTML5), PlayCanvas, CONSTRUCT 3, Cocos2d-html5.

•

Integrate data from various back-end services and databases.•
Building an online conversation within the application and lists of the best players,
gamer's scores...etc.

•

Preparing SRS reports.•
Create app specifications and basic prototypes.•
Working on the backend for one of the projects, using NodeJS and MongoDB.•
Working on a project to measure temperature, humidity, and gas emissions.•
Working currently in application for task management by using the flutter framework
that depends on Dart language.

•

Working on games browser using html5 with game engines such as phaser and
PlayCanvas for games development I also used PHP and Node.js for web
development.

•

FRONT-END WEB DEVELOPER 06/2016 to 01/2018
Jeddah university, Jeddah, Saudi

Reduced coding errors by 70% over 2 WEEKS period.•
Executed walkthroughs with the project manager to ensure finished products met the
requirements and the univercity goals.

•

Converted mock-ups and visual design into HTML, JavaScript.•
Enhanced coding of CSS and JavaScript, HTML Bootstrap, and improving user
experience.

•

Improved website navigation through adding extensions and plugins.•
Work on Drupal for Content management.•
Created custom HTML email templates that improved click rates.•
Enhanced front-end performance through image optimization, clean coding practices.•

HTML•
JAVASCRIPT•
PHP backend•
REST API•
ASP.NET•
SQL•

Flutter•
Python•
Data since•
Dart•
C#•
Mongo DB•



EDUCATION

Java•
C#•
Solving technical problems•
Unity Engine•
Web Developer (front end + backend)•

Node.js•
Data Analysis•
Programming•
Web Applications•

Bachelor of Science: Information Technology (Computer Since), 02/2016
King Abdulaziz University - Jeddah


